“I Can Almost GUARANTEE Within 5 Days Your Profits Will Go Bananas!”

And you’ll ask yourself…

“How can something so simple be so powerful and so secret?”

Dear Reader,

The MaxFractal qualifier you’ll learn about in this special report could easily double or even triple your percentage of winning trades… immediately, on your very next trade!

Yet it requires no special tools, subscriptions, or knowledge beyond what you’ll learn in this free report.

My name’s Lee Gettess. In addition to trading my own account, I’ve spent the past 30+ years developing proprietary systems for private traders, two large public funds, and one of the ten largest banks in North America.

In fact, one of my systems... for which I was paid $675,000... averaged $153,499 per year in profits for more than 10 years and was rated #1 by a highly regarded institutional ranking service.

But what’s most important to you is the instant success my totally mechanical, emotion-free trading systems have brought to everyday men and women much like you...

–please turn page

No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same or similar results as any person providing a testimonial. No representation is being made that the person providing the testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial is provided.
Win Approximately 8-out-of-10 Trades And Watch Your Profits Soar!

Auto-trading, or any broker or advisor-directed type of trading, is not supported or endorsed by Lee Gettess. For additional information on auto-trading, you may visit the SEC’s website: All About Auto-Trading, [https://www.sec.gov/reportspubs/investor-publications/investorpubsautotradinghtm.html](https://www.sec.gov/reportspubs/investor-publications/investorpubsautotradinghtm.html). Lee Gettess does not recommend or refer subscribers to broker-dealers. You should perform your own due diligence with respect to satisfactory broker-dealers and whether to open a brokerage account. You should always consult with your own professional advisers regarding equities and options on equities trading. The information provided by the newsletters, trading, training and educational products related to various markets (collectively referred to as the “Services”) is not customized or personalized to any particular risk profile or tolerance. Nor is the information published by Lee Gettess a customized or personalized recommendation to buy, sell, hold, or invest in particular financial products. The Services are intended to supplemented your own research and analysis. Lee Gettess’ Services are not a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any financial products, and the Services are not intended to provide money management advice or services. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Trading and investing involve substantial risk. Trading on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. Other than the refund policy detailed elsewhere, Lee Gettess does not make any guarantee or other promise as to any results that may be obtained from using the Services. No person subscribing for the Services (“Subscriber”) should make any investment decision without first consulting his or her own personal financial adviser, broker or consultant. Lee Gettess disclaims any and all liability in the event anything contained in the Services proves to be inaccurate, incomplete or unreliable, or results in any investment or other loss by a Subscriber. You should trade or invest only “risk capital” – money you can afford to lose. Trading stocks and stock options involves high risk and you can lose the entire principal amount invested or more. All investments carry risk and all trading decisions made by a person remain the responsibility of that person. There is no guarantee that systems, indicators, or trading signals will result in profits or that they will not produce losses. Subscribers should fully understand all risks associated with any kind of trading or investing before engaging in such activities. Some profit examples are based on hypothetical or simulated trading. This means the trades are not actual trades and instead are hypothetical trades based on real market prices at the time the recommendation is disseminated. No actual money is invested, nor are any trades executed. Hypothetical or simulated performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. Also, the hypothetical results do not include the costs of subscriptions, commissions, or other fees. Because the trades underlying these examples have not actually been executed, the results may understate or overstate the impact of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading services in general are also designed with the benefit of hindsight, which may not be relevant to actual trading. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk of actual trading. Lee Gettess makes no representations or warranties that any account will or is likely to achieve profits similar to those shown. No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same results as any person providing testimonial. No representation is being made that any person providing a testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial was provided, and in fact the person providing the testimonial may have experienced losses. Lee Gettess experiences are not typical. Lee Gettess is an experienced investor and your results will vary depending on risk tolerance, amount of risk capital utilized, size of trading position and other factors. Certain Subscribers may modify Lee Gettess methods, or modify or ignore the rules or risk parameters, and any such actions are taken entirely at the Subscriber’s own election and for the Subscriber’s own risk.
“I like Lee because he’s helped me make lots of money. Every time he sets up a trade you’ve got a chance of making $1,200-$1,500 in the next day or two!”

– Rich S., house painter in Oregon (Story on page 15)

“Compare 700% after-tax growth to how your stock portfolio did and you’ll see why I stick with Lee!”

– Eric B., CFP in Corpus Christi, TX (Story on page 5)

“It took a while to discover the methodology that worked best for me. Simply put: Lee’s stuff works!”

-Steve R., Retired pilot & college professor (Story on page 13)

Are these folks any different than you?

No, they are not. They represent professionals, beginners, and every level of trader in between... with essentially the same desires for stress-free prosperity and abundant wealth that you possess.

The Only Difference Between You and Them Is...

The only thing they did was put their doubts aside... and give my unique approach to trading a try.

For some, it cost a hefty sum for personal training. And they’ll tell you it was worth every penny.

But this will cost you nothing except a few minutes of your time.

If you’re willing to read every word of this eye-opening special report... with an open mind...

And learn all about the amazing MaxFractal qualifier...

Then possibly you too can win approximately 8-out-of-10 trades, grow your account 600%, as you see to the left... or 700% like Eric did... and end your money worries forever!

But before I get into the ‘how to’ of it all, let me first clear up a few things about how all markets work... be it stocks, commodities, or any one of the derivatives.
Win Approximately 8-out-of-10 Trades and Watch Your Profits Soar!

- Buy MaxFractal Qualified call options
- Use Precision Market Timing to enter
- Invest approximately $1,200 per trade

![Bar Chart showing $126,007]

3 Yrs – NO Compounding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Entry Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Exit Price</th>
<th># Cont</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Value at Exit</th>
<th>Gain or Loss</th>
<th>Cumulative Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MET 50 Call</td>
<td>01/21</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>02/13</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$1,183</td>
<td>$1,495</td>
<td>$312</td>
<td>$312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COF 75 Call</td>
<td>01/22</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>02/13</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1,040</td>
<td>$1,720</td>
<td>$680</td>
<td>$992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFS 57.5 Call</td>
<td>01/22</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>02/13</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1,120</td>
<td>$1,912</td>
<td>$792</td>
<td>$1,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU 28 Call</td>
<td>01/26</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>02/13</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1,240</td>
<td>$1,540</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>$2,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIP 70 Call</td>
<td>01/27</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>02/10</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$990</td>
<td>$1,065</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$2,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 77.5 Call</td>
<td>02/01</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>02/13</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
<td>$4,160</td>
<td>$2,960</td>
<td>$5,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX 175 Call</td>
<td>02/09</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>02/20</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1,035</td>
<td>$1,815</td>
<td>$780</td>
<td>$5,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVDA 20 Call</td>
<td>02/09</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>02/13</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1,224</td>
<td>$2,772</td>
<td>$1,548</td>
<td>$7,447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG 82.5 Call</td>
<td>03/13</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>03/20</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$1,222</td>
<td>$3,380</td>
<td>$2,158</td>
<td>$9,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIF 85 Call</td>
<td>03/17</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>03/25</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1,172</td>
<td>$1,740</td>
<td>$568</td>
<td>$10,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTC 28 Call</td>
<td>03/19</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>04/17</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$945</td>
<td>$1,329</td>
<td>$384</td>
<td>$10,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 77.5 Call</td>
<td>03/24</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>04/14</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$1,212</td>
<td>$1,116</td>
<td>-$96</td>
<td>$10,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STX 53 Call</td>
<td>03/31</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>04/10</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$1,155</td>
<td>$3,410</td>
<td>$2,255</td>
<td>$12,716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSM 33 Call</td>
<td>04/01</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>04/24</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1,160</td>
<td>$1,880</td>
<td>$720</td>
<td>$13,436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| STX 32 Call | 08/16 | 1.82 | 09/15 | 1.95 | 6 | $1,092 | $1,170 | $78 | $112,416 |
| MAR 100 Call | 08/17 | 1.27 | 09/01 | 4.30 | 9 | $1,143 | $3,870 | $2,727 | $115,429 |
| IBM 145 Call | 08/17 | 2.34 | 09/01 | 3.32 | 5 | $1,170 | $1,660 | $490 | $115,919 |
| SCHW 40 Call | 09/02 | | | | | | | | |
| ESRX 62 | | | | | | | | | |
| DKS 27 | | | | | | | | | |
| CSCO 30 | | | | | | | | | |
| NKE 52 | | | | | | | | | |
| ORCL 48 | | | | | | | | | |
| MDT 75 | | | | | | | | | |
| PEP 110 Call | 10/10 | 2.36 | 10/13 | 3.60 | 5 | $1,180 | $1,800 | $620 | $119,586 |
| LUV 52.5 Call | 11/07 | 2.45 | 12/01 | 7.50 | 5 | $1,225 | $3,750 | $2,525 | $122,111 |
| JNPR 25 Call | 11/01 | 0.65 | 11/17 | 1.60 | 19 | $1,235 | $3,040 | $1,805 | $123,916 |
| GT 29 Call | 11/14 | 1.35 | 11/24 | 2.15 | 9 | $1,215 | $1,935 | $720 | $124,636 |
| AAL 45 Call | 11/14 | 2.86 | 11/24 | 4.60 | 4 | $1,144 | $1,840 | $696 | $125,332 |
| EXPE 125 Call | 11/15 | 3.50 | 11/24 | 5.75 | 3 | $1,050 | $1,725 | $675 | $126,007 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Totals</th>
<th>Averages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trades</td>
<td>$126,007.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest Win</td>
<td>$2,960.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest Loss</td>
<td>$(725.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Eye-Opening Truths That Can Lead You To a Much Higher Profit Ratio

If you’ve never experienced truly stellar performance... It’s not your fault.

Like most people, your success has probably been compromised by a variety of profit-robbing misconceptions.

Here’s the truth of the matter...

Truth #1: The Trend Is NOT a Very Reliable Friend – Markets trend less than 30% of the time... so you need to make the most of it by getting in at the very beginning, before everybody else.

Truth #2: Technical Indicators Are NOT Dependable – Oscillators designed to measure momentum and tell you when a market is either over-bought or over-sold... ie. Stochastics, MACD, RSI, etc... are no more reliable than a coin flip when it comes to predicting market tops and bottoms.

Truth #3: Market Tops Do NOT Mirror Market Bottoms – Fear is an even stronger motivator than greed. Therefore markets selloff with much greater ferocity than they exhibit going up.

Truth #4: The Market Is Fractal In Nature – And that means looking at multiple time frames is the best way there is, bar none, to determine future price action.

Okay. Now that we have that out of the way let’s talk about fractals in general and the MaxFractal qualifier in particular. Because it’s the one thing that really works, just ask Eric...

“$15,000 grew to $104,995...see why I stick with Lee!”

Eric B., Certified Financial Planner

Eric is a Certified Financial Planner, who provides his clients with careful guidance for a secure future. So I think you’ll find what he has to say about my trading methods particularly insightful.

No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same or similar results as any person providing a testimonial. No representation is being made that the person providing the testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial is provided.
Introducing the One-and-Only
MaxFractal Qualifier

You can read all about the psychology & science behind the MaxFractal Qualifier starting on page 8… along with loads of examples and testimonials too… Now, let’s get down to the details.

First and foremost… your MaxFractal must occur in a timeframe at least 5 times greater than the timeframe you’re using to trade.

So, if you’re using daily charts to enter your trades, you need to find an exhaustion bar on a weekly or monthly chart… that’s your MaxFractal.

A MaxFractal exhaustion bar is usually pretty obvious to the naked eye; because it’s longer than the other bars and it closes at or near the low.

But, if you want to scan by computer… and surely you do… you’ll need a quantifiable definition. So here it is…

Any bar that has a price range at least 25% greater than the 14-bar average & closes in the bottom 25% for that day.

MaxFractal Qualifier

Exhaustion Must Occur
In Weekly or Monthly
Timeframe

The Close is in the Lower 25% of the Range

The Range is at Least 125% of the Average of the Previous 14 Bars

As you’ll read on page 11, traders claim you can hardly go wrong buying anything that’s been MaxFractal Qualified… It’s like shooting fish in a barrel!

Signup for Gettess Weekly Watchlist of MaxFractal Qualified stocks & ETFs and watch your profits go bananas!

Call 888-233-1431 or order online at GettessWeeklyWatchlist.com.
“I know firsthand that following Lee’s short-term trades $15,000 grew to $104,995 in 6 years -- after commissions and taxes.”

“Compare 700% after-tax growth to how your stock portfolio did and you’ll see why I stick with Lee!”

“As a Certified Financial Planner, I know how important it is to diversify into a variety of investment channels. The problem is how to manage those funds.”

“In the beginning I traded my own account and got my brains beat in, like a lot of other people I know. But then Larry Williams introduced me to Lee Gettess.”

“And Lee put an end to the red ink in my life.”

“In fact, Lee’s made trading so easy and so profitable that I encourage my clients to devote 10% to 15% of their investment funds to trading the same way I do.”

How about you? Are you ready to put an end to the red ink in your life... And grow your account 700% after taxes? Then let’s go!

**Please Don’t Confuse The Powerful MaxFractal Qualifier With a Common 5-Finger Fractal**

Google “Fractal” and you’ll learn that a fractal is a naturally occurring pattern that repeats over and over at every scale... or in our case, in every timeframe.

A fractal pattern you may already be familiar with is what I call the 5-finger fractal...

That’s not the official name... But that’s what I call it because a middle bar surrounded by 2 bars up & 2 bars down reminds me of a hand.

And this 5-finger formation occurs so often in every timeframe... 5-minute, 60-minute, daily, weekly, monthly... that it holds very little significance.

Worse still, the 4th & 5th “fingers” don’t form until a new trend is already well under way...

And that’s much too late to give you the stellar, triple-digit profits we’re looking for.

The powerful MaxFractal Qualifier on the other hand (excuse the pun) is an entirely different story!

---

No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same or similar results as any person providing a testimonial. No representation is being made that the person providing the testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial is provided.
We waited an entire year for this MaxFractal Qualifier to put Southwest Airlines on our watchlist. And it was well worth the wait. Because a few days later we got an entry signal on our daily chart you could count on having a high probability of success.

So you could have bought 100 shares of Southwest stock at the bottom for $5,400...

And just 19 trading days later you could have sold those 100 shares for $6,100... giving you a nice little double-digit profit of 13%.

Or, if “nice little” isn’t the kind of profit you’re looking for...

You could have paid just $1,225 for 5 options... earned nearly 4 times as much money and profited with an ROI 15.85 times greater!

If you’re new to options, you can read more about this tremendous wealth building tool on page 10.

But what’s important right now is that your greatest profits are gained by anticipating a market bottom before it actually happens.

And that’s exactly what the MaxFractal Qualifier allows you to do!

Now You Can Easily Turn Every Panic Sale Into Surefire Profits

Markets go up based on greed and go down based on fear. When traders are greedy they buy. Then they buy more. Then they buy still more. And as long as they continue to feel greedy they keep buying.

But sooner or later everybody who wants to buy will have done so... and some folks will start taking profits...

With no new buyers coming in, price will begin to go down... Then everyone
will want to sell... as in ‘SELL NOW’...

So price will accelerate to the downside... making traders who failed to exit at the first sign of a slow-down pretty darn queasy.

Eventually the supply of sellers will become “exhausted”.

So you step in and buy at ‘rock bottom’ prices... Next, the greedy masses flood in, drive price up, and your profits soar!

So, you’re wondering: “How can something so simple be so powerful? What’s the secret?”

**The Powerful ‘Big Picture’ Secret**

As I said earlier, the market is fractal in nature...

Consequently, greater clarity resides in the ‘big picture’ timeframe.

Think back to when you were first learning to drive...

Didn’t they warn you not to watch the road directly in front of the vehicle as that would lead to erratic and potentially dangerous over-steering?

Instead you learned to look way down the road...

As a result your driving became much smoother and a whole lot safer too.

Well, it’s the same way for trading!

So, if you’re going to trade using daily charts... Your first step should always be to scan for a Weekly or Monthly exhaustion bar... that’s the MaxFractal view, (see page 6).

Take a close look at each profit example in this report and you’ll notice every trade starts with a MaxFractal exhaustion bar on a weekly chart.

Then, **Precision Market Timing** using daily charts gets us in and out of each trade for the greatest possible profits.
5 Things You Should Know About The Most Popular Investment Tool on the Planet

Every day more and more stock traders are taking advantage of the unique wealth-creating power of options. If you have yet to take the plunge, here are 5 things you should know…

1) A CALL option gives you the right to buy 100 shares of a Stock or ETF at a certain price (strike price) by a certain date (expiration date). But, as an option trader you will trade the option itself. You will never actually buy the stock.

2) Buying an option and later selling it for a profit is super-simple to do… it’s just like trading stocks. And you can do it in just about any brokerage account, including most retirement accounts.

3) Trading options is much safer than the way most people trade stocks because it requires less financial commitment in the first place and any possible loss is strictly limited.

4) With options you can earn tremendous profits investing very little money because options cost a fraction of what the underlying stock costs… Yet each option holds the earning power of 100 shares of stock…So, if the stock goes up $1, the intrinsic value of the option goes up $100!

5) If you’re one of the first to recognize the market is about to turn, which is what Gettess Weekly Watchlist will empower you to do… You can buy CALL options super-cheap in a down trend… And then you can expect to double or triple your money as price soars!

Thanks to online brokerages and very low commission costs, right now is the ideal time for you to start taking advantage of the most powerful investment tool on the planet. You’ll find everything you need to get started in Precision Market Timing. Call today: 888-233-1431.
Traders Claim You Can Hardly Go Wrong Buying Anything That’s MaxFractal Qualified!

The trades in this report were all generated using the **Precision Market Timing** system you’ll learn about on page 17.

But to be honest, you could use just about any valid system to buy a stock, ETF, or option that’s MaxFractal qualified and your success rate will skyrocket... It’s like shooting fish in a barrel!

“*I’ve taken your patterns, incorporated them into my own system, and now have had 110 wins in a row!*”

– Royce C. of Sydney, Australia

“I have increased my account by more than 50% in less than two months using the methodology you taught me.”

-- Dennis K. of Elephant Butte, NM

“*March 23... my account equity was $6,000. April 21, my account equity is $11,200! Many, many thanks to you!!!*”

– Kirk T. of Dallas, TX

My big picture, MaxFractal approach to finding profit opportunities is so universally effective...

And it makes so much sense...

You’re probably wondering: “*Why isn’t everybody doing it? Why the big secret?*

**The MaxFractal Concept Is So Logical... Why the Big Secret?**

The reason something so simple and so powerful is so secret is a matter of logistics.

Obviously, searching through thousands of stocks and ETFs to find a half-dozen that meet the stringent MaxFractal criteria described on page 6 requires automation.

Problem is, while stock scanners are readily available, they typically evaluate only daily data.
It doesn’t occur to most people to convert the daily data to weekly or monthly.

And even if it did… most people wouldn’t know how to go about it.

Thirty years designing automated trading systems for myself and numerous clients has given me a level of expertise most people don’t have when it comes to automatically turning raw data into valuable information.

So even trading enthusiasts like John… who loves spending time studying the markets… rely on my forecasts to set the stage.

“Not only do I save a lot of time… I’m much more profitable too!”

John N., Trading Professional

I’m sure you’ve heard the old adage about how the secret to happiness is to find a way to make money doing what you love to do most. Well, I’d say my forecasts have helped make John a happy man. What do you think?

“If the market’s open, and I’m not playing golf, you’ll probably find me at my computer, trading. I find the challenge irresistible, not to mention the profits!”

“The key to success is to take a common-sense approach, which Lee Gettess does to perfection. It’s hard to beat his consistency.”

“Not only do I save a lot of time by relying on Gettess’ forecast; I’m much more profitable too!”

John’s right… my weekly forecast boils down to pure common sense automated to flawless consistency.

And that’s the secret to winning approximately 8-out-of-10 trades and earning after-commission profits like this...

- 219.4% in 4 trading days
- 155.8% in 7 trading days
- 184.0% in 7 trading days
- 203.6% in 19 trading days
- 192.6% in 7 trading days
- 160.4% in 7 trading days
- 233.3% in 12 trading days

No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same or similar results as any person providing a testimonial. No representation is being made that the person providing the testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial is provided.
Start With 654 Handpicked Stocks & ETFs

Despite our stringent criteria, roughly 6% of the 8,696 stocks and 1,929 ETFs in the United States have the kind of profit potential we’re looking for...

But only about 1% of the 654 candidates who made the cut will be MaxFractal Qualified in any given week.

Thank goodness for our fully automated MaxFractal scan!

Every weekend the MaxFractal Scanner winnows our 654 candidates down to a watchlist of fewer than 10 qualified stocks & ETFs for which the supply of sellers has become exhausted...

And you know what that means don’t you?

That means, of course, that you can expect the next big buying frenzy to begin soon... and price will soar!

It is from this elite list of prime candidates that trades for my advisory services originate.

And with your permission, I’d like to send my proprietary watchlist to you.

That way you can stand ready to claim your triple-digit profits in the week ahead.

Remember, John says: “Not only do I save a lot of time by relying on Gettess’ forecast; I’m much more profitable too!”

And John’s not alone. My unique approach to trading has brought tremendous success to men & women from all walks of life. Because, simply put: it works!

“Simply put: Lee’s stuff works!”
Steve R., Full-Time Trader

Steve R. is an extremely colorful guy whose list of occupations includes commercial pilot, college instructor, and full-time trader. But it was not until he learned about my unique approach to isolating the half-dozen or so profit opportunities with the greatest profit potential that he found the financial freedom he holds dear.

No representation is being made that you will achieve profits or the same or similar results as any person providing a testimonial. No representation is being made that the person providing the testimonial is likely to continue to experience profitable trading after the date on which the testimonial is provided.
“I’ve been a full time trader for over 10 years. I’ve experienced every mistake a trader can make and have probably invented some new ones.”

“I’ve traded using numerous methods, and it took a while to discover the methodology that worked best for me”.

“Simply put: Lee’s stuff works!”

“Lee’s coaching was extremely helpful in my growth as a trader... Most importantly, trading now gives me the independence and freedom I enjoy.”

As Steve discovered... what you’re learning today is essential to achieving financial independence.

If you only trade stocks & ETFs on Gettess Weekly Watchlist, you will definitely improve your odds of winning and boost your profit potential across the board...

I think you know that by now... right?

But please understand... as amazing as it is... the MaxFractal Qualifier is only the first step.

If you want to win approximately 8-out-of-10 trades, you really should wait for confirmation.

**If You Want To Win 8-Out-Of-10 Trades... Look Before You Leap!**

Now that you know the market psychology involved, you’ll be eager to exploit every MaxFractal opportunity on your weekly watchlist.

And you might be tempted to enter them all first thing Monday morning.

But please, do take a closer look before you leap...

Because sometimes, not too often, but sometimes...

A second exhaustion bar will follow the first... as you see in the Seagate chart to your right.

But, no worries...

To avoid getting caught in a nauseating plunge, simply wait to enter the market using my **Precision Market Timing** system on daily charts.

In this report you’ve seen time and again how **Precision Market Timing** enters each trade at the rock-bottom lowest-low. And then sells at the top for triple-digit gains.
So you’ll be happy to know **Precision Market Timing** is every bit as cut-and-dry simple to follow as the MaxFractal Qualifier that precedes it!

As Richard will tell you, this super-simple, tremendously powerful 1-2 punch... hardly anybody knows about... could easily end your money worries forever!

“**Every time he sets up a trade, you’ve got a chance of making $1,200-$1,500!**”

Rich S., House Painter in Washington

Richard, who has struggled to make ends meet in a physically taxing job... is now looking forward to greater prosperity than he ever dreamed possible. So, why not you?

“**Between bad weather and a bad back my income as a house painter can be pretty hetchy-ketchy. So when my cousin told me about trading, I couldn’t help but get excited. Not even a bad economy can keep a trader from making money!**”

“So for 5 long years I struggled to find a system that made money. But all I did was lose, lose, lose.”

“You, out of desperation, I called TradeWins and asked them who they’d recommend for a guy like me. Without hesitation, they suggested Lee Gettess. So I signed up.”

“I liked Lee immediately. He’s so experienced and levelheaded, and such a genuinely good person. But most of all, I like Lee because he’s helped me make lots of money.”

“**Every time he sets up a trade, you’ve got a chance of making $1,200-$1,500!**”

“Do you have any idea how much hard physical work I have to do as a painter to earn even $500? But trading I have made 3 times as much money without lifting a finger!”

“My account started out real small, but it has grown steadily. Hopefully it won’t be long before I’ll put down my paintbrushes for the last time and just live off my trading profits. That’s the day I’m looking forward to!”

It does my heart good to know **Precision Market Timing** has empowered Rich to end his money worries forever... even though he had only a ‘real small’ account to start with.

---
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Meet Lee Gettess…

The Man Professional Traders Trust to Boost Their Trading Profits

If you’re a professional trader or an upper-echelon investor you may already know about Lee Gettess. But in case you’re not yet an “Insider”, so to speak, let me tell you a little about the man others have described as “The Pro’s Pro.”

1988 Developed the renowned VOLPAT trading system; included in the independent Futures Truth rankings of the world’s top trading systems.

1993 Sold his VOLPAT trading system for over $675,000 to a limited group of professional traders, including two big public funds and one of the ten largest banks in North America.

1994 Made public his Market Mapping® technique, which improved the performance of every trading system tested by 4x or more! As the famous Larry Williams says: “the best I’ve seen for minimizing losses.”

1996 Accepted 23 professional trading students, sharing strategies and specific trades that returned 100% profit in the course of a year. Guatum P. sums up the gratitude of those Lee mentored this way: “Lee taught me how your mind must work in order to be a profitable trader. Last year was my best year; thanks to Lee.”

1997 Launched Insider’s Tip Sheet whereby he faxed his daily market analysis and specific trades to a small circle of traders and trading professionals. Many subscribers had the fax sent directly to their brokers so the brokers can follow along as they give their orders. As Eric says, “save yourself a lot of pain by just following Lee.”

2003 Took a quantum leap forward in the world of real-time trading and introduced Insider’s Chat Room to help day traders earn the profits they yearn for.

2006 Published The Five-Step Guide To Trading Profits – How I’ve Built a Wonderful Life Trading the Markets… And How You Can, Too! as his legacy to the trading world.

2014 Partnered with options expert Duane Davis to bring Gettess Precision Market Timing to the options arena… making it possible for men & women everywhere to grow their retirement account 606% (including commissions) in 3 years without compounding.

2018 Publically revealed the MaxFractal secret to trading success. Traders claim you can hardly go wrong buying anything that’s been MaxFractal Qualified. Royce says he “incorporated it into my own system, and now have had 110 wins in a row!”

As you can see, for the past 30+ years Lee Gettess has gone far beyond simply amassing his own fortune. Quietly, in the background, the Pro’s Pro has helped scores of others realize their life’s dreams as well. Now it’s your turn… call today: 888-233-1431 or go to:

www.GettessWeeklyWatchlist.com
Just goes to show you...

How Much Money You Start With
Is Not What’s Most Important

It doesn’t matter how much or how little you have in your account... even if you have no account at all, you can paper trade while you get your act together.

The most important thing is to put your doubts aside and agree to take a closer look NOW.

Because once you see how easy this is and you experience for yourself how fast the profits roll in...

192%, 203%, 219%, 233% in 7 days or less...

You’ll be having so much fun that trading will likely become your new favorite hobby... like John said on page 12.

And to prove it to you, here’s what I’m going to do...

If you’ll agree to ‘test drive’ Gettess Weekly Watchlist for 90 days, I’ll send you my $149 Precision Market Timing manual absolutely free!

Get Your Exclusive FREE Gift Now

Precision Market Timing

You can’t judge this book by its cover...

The publisher’s design team came up with the techy “engineering look”. And I’ll admit, I think it’s pretty cool.

But believe me, the content is not the least bit complicated.

In fact, although the PMT system breaks through to the heartbeat of the market... and learning it will make you feel positively unbeatable... this book is a very easy read.

It’s written in plain, simple English... with short sentences and lots of pictures. Just the way you like it!

Here’s some of what you’ll learn how to do...

- Build a powerful profit-seeking platform using charts available free on the internet, (I’ll tell you exactly where to go and what to do).
- Interpret price-driving market psychology at a single glance.
- Turn probability into predictability in 3 easy steps... to win approximately 8-out-of-10 trades.
- Precision time each trade for max gains using common indicators in a most uncommon way.
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• Automatically boost your profit factor from 1.87 to 6.58 while limiting risk with options.

• And much, much more.

Mind you... this is NOT an ebook. It’s an actual hardcopy manual...

You’ll enjoy sitting back, putting your feet up, and thumbing through the pages... highlighting key points and maybe you’ll even dog-ear a page or two.

Then you can leave your new ‘best friend’ close at hand for easy reference while you master the fine art of trading for higher profits... which won’t take long, I promise!

But wait... there’s more!

STOP

Realize You Have Never Seen An Offer Like This Before!

I’m about to do something now I’ve never done before... in fact, nobody has... and I doubt I’ll ever do it again...

I am basically giving away the farm to the first 500 people who agree to test drive Gettess’ Weekly Watchlist for 90 days, absolutely risk free.

For obvious reasons, details of my proprietary MaxFractal scan have remained under lock-and-key for decades.

No amount of coaxing or bribery has ever convinced me to reveal my confidential formula for converting daily price data into a flawless MaxFractal Qualified watchlist.

And my business partners say I’m crazy for doing it now...

Maybe they’re right... That’s why I’m only sending this potentially life-changing free gift to 500 people.

I do hope you’ll qualify. Because every detail of my powerful MaxFractal scan is completely divulged... nothing is left out and nothing is left to the imagination.
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And this confidential formula can empower you like nothing else can... to become totally self-sufficient and fabulously wealthy for life!

Imagine being so carefree and independent... you can run it as often as you like on any universe of equities that you choose... Pretty exciting, isn’t it?

And if you act fast it’s yours, no strings attached.

Even if you ask for a full refund for your 90-day trial to Gettess Weekly Watchlist, the secret MaxFractal scan formula will be yours to keep and profit from for life!

All You Have To Do Is...
Say “Yes” To A
90-Days Risk-Free
Test Drive

If you’re sitting there trying to figure out whether or not Gettess Weekly Watchlist really will solve your money worries forever...

Don’t waste your time!

There’s only one way to tell how much Gettess Weekly Watchlist will influence your financial future...

And that’s to take if for a 90-day risk-free ‘test drive’... via text or email.

Every Sunday, in addition to receiving a power-packed list of MaxFractal Qualified stocks & ETFs poised for explosive gains...

You’ll also find a convenient link to my weekly “Market Sense” overview... traders say this 3-minute video is as entertaining as it is insightful so I think it’s something you’re going to enjoy.

PLUS, the minute you say “Yes” we’ll rush this priceless welcome package to your door, for free!

Precision Market Timing manual teaches you everything you need to know if you want to turn MaxFractal Qualified stocks and ETFs into tremendous profits on approximately 8-out-of-10 trades... normally sells for $149.

MaxFractal Scan shows you step-by-step how to create your own scan for MaxFractal Qualified stocks & ETFs you can run as often as you like... making you totally self-sufficient and on your way to becoming fabulously wealthy for life... first 500 only.

Now here’s the crazy deal and lifetime guarantee I’m offering you today...

Ralph Vince, New York Trading System Designer

“Anything offered by Lee Gettess is worth the price and a whole lot more. I have found his systems to be excellent!”
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Special Introductory Offer
Gettess Weekly Watchlist
With Lifetime Guarantee

Normally, subscribers pay $39 a month to have my weekly list of MaxFractal Qualified stocks & ETFs delivered by email, text, or both.

And, as you may have guessed from the testimonials you’ve read today... like from Larry Williams and Ralph Vince, for example... Many subscribers are highly successful professional traders. So I don’t try to tell them what to do with the list... When they ask, I’m happy to share my ideas with them... But I don’t push it.

But today is different...

Today I’m on a mission to help as many struggling and beginning traders as I possibly can to enjoy a level of success few people ever achieve.

So I put together this crazy-deal... you’d be a fool to pass up... that provides everything you need totally risk-free...

#1 You need sufficient time and to my way of thinking that’s more than 30 days... which can pass before you realize it. So, instead of 30 days for $39... you’ll receive 3-months of Gettess Weekly Watchlist for just $97... that’s a 17% savings right off the bat.

At the end of your initial term, your subscription will automatically renew at the same rate until you say stop... So your 17% discount will continue for as long as you remain a subscriber.

#2 You need a winning strategy proven capable of delivering approximately 8-out-of-10 winning trades. That’s why, if you accept this introductory 90-day trial offer, I’m going to send you Precision Market Timing, which normally sells for $149 plus shipping.... Absolutely free.

#3 You need an incentive to act now because humans tend to procrastinate... and the next thing you know, “later” becomes “never”. So I’m going to reward the first 500 responders with my secret MaxFractal scan formula... and the vast wealth it can potentially bring you.

#4 You need an iron-clad money-back guarantee to make “Yes” the only logical answer. So here it is...

Tom P., Somerville, TN
JAG Attorney, USAF Ret.

“Lee Gettess has created a simple but highly effective mechanical trading system that garners a high percentage of winners with only a small drawdown.”

“Best of all, it eliminates the need to monitor the market on a continuous basis.”

“What more can one ask for?”
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Say “Yes” to Gettess Weekly Watchlist today and try it out for 90 days... Follow the step-by-step instructions in your Precision Market Timing manual to enter MaxFractal Qualified trades in a simulated account... and see for yourself how rewarding and how much fun trading really can be.

I am so sure you'll be a huge success that I'm happy to give you this no-risk, money-back, triple-guarantee...

Guarantee #1 You’re protected 100% for a full 90 days. Should you be dissatisfied for any reason, just return your Precision Market Timing manual and you’ll receive a full, 100% refund of every penny you paid us. No quibbles, no delays, no questions asked... I guarantee it!

Guarantee #2 For double protection, should you cancel any time after the first 90 days, you’ll receive a full refund on the unfulfilled portion of your renewed subscription. But you will return nothing... the Precision Market Timing manual (which sells for $149) is your to keep and profit from forever.

Guarantee #3 In either case, if you’re one of the first 500 to say “Yes” and you cancel for a full refund at any time... the secret MaxFractal scan criteria... you can run any time and get a powerful watchlist loaded with profit potential... is yours for life!

For Now Just Say ‘Maybe’

You don’t really need to decide anything right now. The whole purpose of this 90-day risk-free trial is to let you witness the power of the MaxFractal Qualifier for yourself.

And if you’re one of the first 500 to say ‘Maybe’, you’re going to get my secret MaxFractal scan formula... and the vast wealth it can potentially bring you... absolutely free.

Think how disappointed you’d be to miss this once-in-a-lifetime chance! So put your doubts aside for just a minute and reply NOW. Then you can take your time... Satisfy your curiosity... Try placing a few trades in a simulated account and see what happens. If you win 110 trades in a row, like Royce on page 22...

“Lee’s are the only systems I have ever purchased that I have been able to actually make money with.”

Frank B.
Wayland, MA

“Very accurate systems! I attended Lee’s seminar and was able to start making money almost immediately.”

Jake H.
Los Angeles, CA
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Or you nearly double your account in the first 30 days, like Kirk on page 11…
You’ll decide then that accepting my offer was the smartest and luckiest thing you ever did.
Remember what Andrew M. from Columbus said on page 3?
Andrew said he’d always been afraid… But my system seemed so safe & easy he decided to give it a go…
And here’s what happened:
“With $4,300 profit this week, my winnings are now over $20,000 in six weeks. I really must thank you!”
How about you? I’m giving you 12 weeks, 100% risk-free, to see how Gettess Weekly Watchlist and Precision Market Timing work for you.
That’s twice as long as it took Andrew to make $20k… what if you end up making $40,000?!!!
So put your fears aside.
Show you have the courage to step up and do the one thing that could end your money worries forever.
Grab your credit card and call 888-233-1431 or order online at www.GettessWeeklyWatchlist.com.
I promise… You’ll be glad you did!

Sincerely,

Lee Gettess

PS You will take a moment to reply right away, won’t you? Because you know this is absolutely the best offer you’ve ever seen. And if you put it aside with the intention of doing it later, you might forget until after it’s too late. And what a shame that would be!

If you act now my secret MaxFractal scan formula will empower you to become totally self-sufficient and fabulously wealthy for life…
But if you wait a day… or even an hour… you risk missing out.
You know you want it… And it’s not going to cost you a penny.
So for heaven’s sake, make sure you’re one of the first 500 so you get it! Go here now: GettessWeeklyWatchlist.com

If not this... then what?
If not now... then when?
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YES! I can’t wait to start receiving Gettess Weekly Watchlist. Traders claim you can hardly go wrong buying anything that’s on Gettess’ Weekly Watchlist because it’s all MaxFractal Qualified.

I’ve read the testimonials and seen the profit examples so I know trading stocks & ETFs that are MaxFractal Qualified is like “shooting fish in a barrel”!

More important, I’ve seen with my own eyes how I can possibly grow my IRA 600% in just 3 years... after commissions and without compounding... Count me in!

Please charge my credit card $97 to begin my 90-day risk-free trial. Then automatically charge my credit card $97 every 3 months unless I notify you to stop... That way I will continue receiving a generous 17% savings off the normal price for as long as I remain a subscriber.

☐ And rush my Precision Market Timing manual, which normally sells for $149, to my doorstep absolutely free of charge... Be sure to also waive the $12 shipping charge.

YES! I’d love to receive the confidential MaxFractal Scan formula... which cannot be purchased anywhere for any price. I’m ordering right away so I hope I’m one of the first 500 responders and I’ll qualify to receive this generous free gift... which I understand will be mine to keep & profit from even if I cancel and get a full refund for my 90-day trial.

Name: ________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________________________
I wish to pay $97 by □Visa □MasterCard □Amex □Discover
Card No: _____________________________ security code______
Exp. Date ____/____ Signature: ____________________________
Phone (in case we have a question) _______________________
Email Address _________________________________________
Traders say investing in **anything** that’s been prequalified using the secret revealed in this special report is like…

**Shooting fish in a barrel”!**

“**I’d always been afraid… But [secret inside] makes it seem so safe and easy… my winnings are now over $20,000 in just 6 weeks!”**

Andrew W. – see page 3

“**I’ve taken [secret inside], incorporated it into my own system, and now have had 110 wins in a row!”**

Royce C. – see page 11

“**I’ve traded using numerous methods, and it took a while to discover the methodology that worked… Simply put, [secret inside] works!”**

Steve R. – see page 13

“**I’m making lots of money thanks to you and [secret inside]!”**

Dee B. – see page 22